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MATRIZ Regulations for the TRIZ Champion Award  
 
Part 1. General Provisions 
             1.1. TRIZ Champion title is established by the International TRIZ Association to recognize 
and honor individuals who significantly contributed to TRIZ deployment worldwide by conducting 
the following types of activities for many years: 

 
a) TRIZ organizational and managerial activities 

 
b) TRIZ education  and training 

 
c) Dissemination and promotion of TRIZ through public speaking, lecturing, publishing, etc. 

 
d) Organizing multiple TRIZ events and conferences, webinar series, social media. 

 
 
1.2. TRIZ Champion status is awarded for life and does not require any renewal or 

reconfirmation.  
 

Part 2. TRIZ Champion Award Procedure 
 

2.1. TRIZ Champion candidates are nominated by MATRIZ member organizations. The 
nomination package should be submitted to MATRIZ Board and contain the following 
documents and information: 

 
a) nomination letter addressed to MATRIZ President signed by the head of the organization 

 
b) biography of the nominee 

 
c) picture of the nominee 

 
d) detailed description of the nominee’s activities 

 
e) any other supporting documents that substantiate the significant contribution of the nominee 

to TRIZ propagation 
 
 
2.2 MATRIZ Presidium members also have rights to nominate TRIZ Champion candidates. 

In this case the nomination package should be submitted to the Presidium by the 
member who nominated a candidate. 
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2.3 A Presidium member, permanently appointed by the President, checks the nomination 

package for the presence of all the necessary documents. On obtaining a complete 
nomination package, MATRIZ Presidium considers it at a regularly scheduled 
Presidium meeting and votes on awarding the nominee the TRIZ Champion status.  

 
2.4 If the nomination passes, MATRIZ Executive Director organizes an issuance of the 

TRIZ Champion Certificate. TRIZ Champion certification does not incur any processing 
or issuing fees. 

 

The information on TRIZ Champions will be placed on MATRIZ website.  


